Eco-friendly bamboo tops furniture for style and function
Environmentally-aware campers are turning
neighbours green with the fantastic new additions to
the Outwell eco-friendly bamboo outdoor furniture
range.
Good looking bamboo lifts any outdoor furniture and
adds a chic element to any pitch but it is not only
fashion that adds to its suitability for outdoor living.
This natural material is highly resistant to water,
heat and UV – making it ideal for areas of hard use,
like tabletops and work surfaces.
Outwell bamboo furniture has already proven its
popularity with campers and the award-winning
brand builds on the success of its Calgary tables, Dawson Picnic Table and
Marilla Picnic Table Set with a new range of stylish bamboo furniture which
enhances tent ambience and comfort while saving storage space.
The range comprises the Duncan chair (pictured above), Kamloops table and the
round low-height Kimberley coffee table.
The Duncan chair has a strong aluminium frame with polyester seat and back in
a classic green. Although the quick-to-open chair weighs in at a light 3.2kg it can
support 100kg. It features bamboo arms, a back
mesh pocket for magazine storage and a carrybag for
convenient storage and transportation.
The good looking Kamloops table (pictured right) is
the perfect accompaniment to the Duncan chair. It
opens to 72 x 100 x 70cm and the lightweight yet
strong aluminium frame and beautiful bamboo table
top can carry 30kg. When folded down it measures
just 37 x 100 x 8cm and features a carry handle to
make transportation easier.
The Kimberley coffee table (pictured left) is proving a
popular choice with campers who appreciate the
convenience of having a small table on which to keep
drinks, magazines and other small items close to
hand when relaxing. The unusual round design in
fetching bamboo not only delivers a sophisticated
feel but is eminently suitable for outdoor living. The Kimberly also folds in half
for storage, with the legs then doubling as a carry handle.
For further information, including prices, and to find your nearest dealer visit
outwell.com
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Editor’s notes
Outwell is a registered trademark.
Outwell celebrates its 20th anniversary in 2015.
RRP: Duncan £49.99; Kamloops £99.99; Kimberley £54.99
Brand website outwell.com
The high resolution images for use with this press release can be downloaded
from Dropbox using the following link http://bit.ly/1xOhQ9V The usual Oase
Outdoors ApS copyright applies.
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